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The ''MorabandCursed Doll'', also referred to as the ''Moraband’s Grey Curse'', was a sinister 
clay doll created by an unknown Sith in 10 ABY to 35 ABY. It was recently rediscovered by one 
of the Naga Sadow teams on Moraband during the Sands of Time Event. Contained within its 
body is a terrible curse that once touched unleashes terrible consequences upon the individual.  
 
It was thought to be originally used by an Ancient Sith to create large armies to protect himself. 
Unfortunately most of our data banks cannot retrieve enough information for its true dark 
purpose.  
 
== Physical Appearance == 
 
It is a small grey shaped clay doll with sightless eyes wrapped in tattered rags. Once it stood on 
a pedestal of a Sith tomb, however due to the recent earthquakes on Moriband it was found 
lying at the base of a sarcophagus.  
 
It isn’t very heavy when lifted and bears several Sith ritual incantations around the base of the 
doll.  
 
  
== Characteristics == 
 
From looking at the doll, we can only guess that it was used in some sort of ritual to make an 
undying army.  
Like most artifacts, we strongly advise against touching this cursed item, though once touched 
the user undergoes a painful transformation as such it brings me shudders just writing about it.  
 



First the poor victim is drained of all their normal color becoming grey and claylike just as the 
doll itself. Next a terrible rage and bloodlust comes upon the user giving them a horrific 
appearance. Their eyes glow with malice as they cry out this blood-curdling wail. Blood pours 
from their mouth when they try to speak, so they only cry in pain.  
 
After the transformation has completed, the user is no longer in control and will begin to slay 
anything living it sees.  
 
As part of this report I urge anyone to not touch or knock its display case. Extraction from the 
curse has yet to be determined.  
 
== History == 
 
Again not much is known into the prior history, more research is needed to determine who 
created it, what purpose they had in mind, and what can be done with this deadly artifact.  For 
now it rests in the hands of Naga Sadow for safekeeping, hopefully to remain undisturbed for 
the rest of time. 
 
 
 


